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“All Things Shining” 

A Sermon: By Brad Johnson 

 

 As my wife and perhaps even several of you can attest, I am a lover of language. By 

this, and on this point Katrien may disagree vehemently, I don’t mean that I have the gift of 

gab. Some people, again, perhaps even several of you, have a certain mastery over words 

such that when you speak the meaning you wish to convey and metaphors you muster are as 

though obedient minions to their master. And let me say this, if you fit this description, I envy 

you the ease with which you speak. You order and apportion the world for the rest of us, 

rendering the everyday apprehensible, marketable, and sometimes even beautiful. Like the 

God of Creation in the first chapter of Genesis, Elohim, you create the world around us in 

such a way that it can be looked at and it can be called “good.”   

 We are all creators, though, everyone. Beginnings are happening everywhere, even 

now, in your life and mine. New houses; new jobs; new children; new pets; new partners; 

new lives; a new me, we often say—all of them appropriately prefaced, “in the beginning.” 

Poets tell of this better than most, I think; certainly better than I. “I have heard what the 

talkers were talking,” writes Walt Whitman in Leaves of Grass, “the talk of the beginning and 

the end; / But I do not talk of the beginning or the end. / There was never any more inception 

than there is now, / Nor any more heaven or hell than there is now.” Whether we or Whitman 

wish to talk about it or not, though, we cannot help but pay homage to the fact that beginning 

is going on, and it shimmers with an untold promise that, yes, it will eventually lose its gloss, 

its original shape shattered, but in so doing it will splinter beyond the singularity of itself, its 

original shape and purpose. The promise of beginning, I want to suggest this morning, is 

precisely that it is not premised on a single starting point or primordial origin, but that it 

participates in all the seemingly infinite unfolding “in the beginnings” that go into the 

creating of the world. All things shining by the touch of their beginning. 

 The first verse of Genesis, of course, has been repeated ad nauseum in religious and 

non-religious contexts alike: “In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth . . .”—

yada yada yada. What happens, though, when we slow down; when we read these verses like 

the poetic litany they are, rather than rehearse a reading handed down to us? When in the 

beginning God/Elohim created the heaven and earth, the earth was a formless void (tohu va 

bohu), darkness was upon the face of the deep/abyss (tehom), and a mighty wind from/of God 
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(ruach elohim) vibrated over the face of the waters. Oh ho, what do we have here but a 

Creator God I, and I think a good many of you, can identify with: one who in the face of 

trying to begin—of attempting to speak, which the Greeks and the Gospel of John suggest is 

itself a mode of creating—encounters first the abject, abyssal, formless void of chaos. 

 You will at this point no doubt be unsurprised that I have very little to say this 

morning concerning the “debate” about creationism, intelligent design, and what not. Using 

the Bible’s creation accounts for these ends is, I believe, not unlike eating a cookbook 

because the recipes inside it look good. There are, of course, those who have an overt 

antipathy toward the Bible’s creation accounts and how rightfully silly these accounts look in 

comparison to those unfolding by way of the sciences. If this lot, e.g., the Christopher 

Hitchens and Richard Dawkins of the world, are themselves rather missing the point of those 

accounts, I would argue they do so primarily because Christianity in particular has done such 

a patently poor job at conveying what the point actually is! As the contemporary theologian 

Catherine Keller writes in her book Face of the Deep: A Theology of Becoming, “Science 

quantifies the finitudes and the infinities of the creation, leaving it to theology to dwell upon 

their quality.” My addition: unfortunately, what a muck we theologians have made of that! 

For, indeed, in outright defiance of the first five verses of Scriptures it calls “holy,” Christian 

theology has consistently not only avoided but actively repressed the chaotic depths of 

creation, the tohu va bohu of verse two, that formless and bottomless something from which 

all things are formed, insisting instead that God created the world ex nihilo, from nothing. 

Keller goes on to explore in her book the ways in which this “the dogma of origin” 

undergirds so much of our sacred and secular common sense ideas about originality that it 

has become difficult to articulate an adequate alternative.  

 Such is the supreme value of our greatest artists and poets, for it is they who have 

most prized the depth of creation in all its chaotic churnings. This may seem self-indulgent on 

my part, but I want to invite you into what I regard as one of the supreme evocations of these 

depths in the English language. We don’t read or listen to poetry too much anymore, unless it 

has musical accompaniment and a beat we can bob to. Because it blows over the chaos of 

language unformed, poetry, whether it is biblical or otherwise, requires a certain stopping 

without stopping; a listening without hearing; and even a hearing without hearing. Few 

people have understood this better than Wallace Stevens, and rarely is it expressed better than 

it is in his poem “The Idea of Order at Key West.” 
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She sang beyond the genius of the sea. 

The water never formed to mind or voice, 

Like a body wholly body, fluttering 

Its empty sleeves; and yet its mimic motion 

Made constant cry, caused constantly a cry, 

That was not ours although we understood, 

Inhuman, of the veritable ocean. 

 

The sea was not a mask.  No more was she. 

The song and water were not medleyed sound 

Even if what she sang was what she heard. 

Since what she sang was uttered word by word. 

It may be that in all her phrases stirred 

The grinding water and the gasping wind; 

But it was she and not the sea we heard. 

 

For she was the maker of the song she sang. 

The ever-hooded, tragic-gestured sea 

Was merely a place by which she walked to sing. 

Whose spirit is this?  we said, because we knew 

It was the spirit that we sought and knew 

That we should ask this often as she sang. 

 

If it was only the dark voice of the sea 

That rose, or even colored by many waves; 

If it was only the outer voice of sky 

And cloud, of the sunken coral water-walled, 

However clear, it would have been deep air, 

The heaving speech of air, a summer sound 

Repeated in a summer without end 

And sound alone.  But it was more than that, 

More even than her voice, and ours, among 

The meaningless plungings of water and the wind, 

Theatrical distances, bronze shadows heaped 
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On high horizons, mountainous atmospheres 

Of sky and sea. 

It was her voice that made 

The sky acutest at its vanishing. 

She measured to the hour its solitude. 

She was the single artificer of the world 

In which she sang.  And when she sang, the sea, 

Whatever self it had, became the self 

That was her song, for she was the maker.  Then we, 

As we beheld her striding there alone, 

Knew that there never was a world for her 

Except the one she sang and, singing, made. 

 

Ramon Fernandez, tell me, if you know, 

Why, when the singing ended and we turned 

Toward the town, tell why the glassy lights, 

The lights in the fishing boats at anchor there, 

As night descended, tilting in the air, 

Mastered the night and portioned out the sea, 

Fixing emblazoned zones and fiery poles, 

Arranging, deepening, enchanting night. 

 

Oh!  Blessed rage for order, pale Ramon, 

The maker's rage to order words of the sea, 

Words of the fragrant portals, dimly-starred, 

And of ourselves and of our origins, 

In ghostlier demarcations, keener sounds. 

 

 “O blessed rage for order,”—this is the task of creators divine and human. This is a 

creativity borne of the abyss, the chaos of distinctions not yet made, language not yet spoken 

and a world not yet lived. This is a creativity the resists the finality of origin but not its bold 

stumble into being. Beginning is going on, as it always is, and on this “in the beginning” 

there can be no copyright.  
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 As we close this morning, let us note one final, crucial aspect of the creator’s task. As 

with the God/Elohim of Genesis 1, the things that are good in creation are fashioned from 

formlessness. I am convinced that the “new creation” spoken of by Paul in 2 Corinthians is 

no different. “From now on, therefore, we regard no one from a human point of view. . . . So 

if anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation: everything old has passed away; see, 

everything has become new!” This is due, he says a couple of verses later, to Christ’s 

“ministry of reconciliation”—which plainly means the making right of the world. Now if this 

“making right” of the old is a “making new,” it would seem that the chaos of the deep spoken 

of in Genesis never quite vanished, but in fact remains ever quite close to us even today.  

 For there remains in this world voices with no tongue—people who cry out but are 

never really heard. There remain in this world bodies with no faces—populations who live 

and breathe but are never truly seen. There remains in this world a profound sorrow with no 

tears. And, yes, a supreme joy with no laugh. This is the formlessness that inhabits our world 

today and that we who are in Christ are called to bring form. May we be the wind sweeping 

over these dark waters, speaking a new creation into being, “Let there be light.” 


